
High Airflow
Raised Floor Panel

Applications

Monitor. Integrate. Alert. Peace of Mind.

Chamfer Panel

Key Features

What Sets RLE’s Chamfer Panel Apart?

Chamfer high CFM airflow panels 
are designed to provide maximum 
airflow distribution that fits 
into new or existing raised floor 
systems.

 ○ High CFM airflow

 ○ Heavy steel composition

 ○ Available in Imperial and 
Metric sizes

 ○ Multi-directional grate 
pattern

 ○ Powder coat finish

 ○ Horizontal and vertical 
levelers  ○ Surpass ADA requirements for aisle width, grate gap;  

 exceeds industry standard for heel-safe grating

 ○ Patented Integrated Dual Handles make lifting and   
 moving panels fast, safe, and easy

 ○ Load rating up to 5,000 pounds as proven through   
 robust testing

 ○ Patented Stratification Fins   
 create turbulent airflow   
 where you need it

Patented Airflow Solutions For Every Facility
Chamfer panels include our patented stratification fins,  

one of the hallmarks of Triad panels.

Chamfer panels are made in the 
USA and include a Grey Flek or 
Crystal White powder coat finish.

Align our patented stratification fins
to direct air exactly where you need it. 
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Chamfer Panel · Compatible with all new and existing raised floor systems 

Technical Specifications

Style Chamfer

Included Features Integrated dual handles; vertical and horizontal levelers; stratification fins

Composition Steel

Compatibility Compatible with all new and existing raised floor systems

Powder Coat Colors Grey flek or crystal white.  Other colors available for a set-up charge.

Imperial Size Dimensions and Weight: 24” x 24” (610mm x 610mm); 32 lbs. (14.5 kg) 
Load Rating: Available in 1,500 lb, 3,000 lb, 4,000 lb, or 5,000 lb

Metric Size Dimensions: 600mm x 600mm; 32 lbs. (14.5 kg) 
Load Rating: Available in 1,500 lb, 3,000 lb, 4,000 lb, or 5,000 lb

Certifications Surpasses ADA requirements for aisle width, grate gap; exceeds industry standard for heel-safe grating

Country of Origin United States of America

Product Codes

Crystal White Product Description Grey Flek

15TCF-CWT Chamfer panel; Imperial sized (24” x 24”); 1500 lb load rating; Available in crystal white or grey flek powder coat 15TCF-GFT

15TCM-CWT Chamfer panel; Metric sized (600 mm x 600mm); 1500 lb load rating; Available in crystal white or grey flek powder coat 15TCM-GFT

30TCF-CWT Chamfer panel; Imperial sized (24” x 24”); 3000 lb load rating; Available in crystal white or grey flek powder coat 30TCF-GFT

30TCM-CWT Chamfer panel; Metric sized (600mm x 600mm); 3000 lb load rating; Available in crystal white or grey flek powder coat 30TCM-GFT

40TCF-CWT Chamfer panel; Imperial sized (24” x 24”); 4000 lb load rating; Available in crystal white or grey flek powder coat 40TCF-GFT

40TCM-CWT Chamfer panel; Metric sized (600mm x 600mm); 4000 lb load rating; Available in crystal white or grey flek powder coat 40TCM-GFT

50TCF-CWT Chamfer panel; Imperial sized (24” x 24”); 5000 lb load rating; Available in crystal white or grey flek powder coat 50TCF-GFT

50TCM-CWT Chamfer panel; Metric sized (600mm x 600mm); 5000 lb load rating; Available in crystal white or grey flek powder coat 50TCM-GFT

At RLE, we focus on CFM. We know 
the air that flows through the panel 
is more important than the open 
spaces cut into the top of the panel.

Our slotted and chamfer high 
CFM airflow panels have been 
independently tested and verified.  
We’re confident that these airflow 
panels will have an immediate 
impact on your facility’s cooling 
efficiencies.  With verified metrics 
like these, you can be confident too. 
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